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1. INTRODUCTION 
A set A in a topological space X is negligible if X is 
homeomorphic to X^A, The problem of topological classifica­
tion of linear topolopiral spaces has led to an interest in 
negligibility in these spaces. For example, Anderson and 
Bing in C3I use negligibility properties in s and 1^ to show 
these spaces homeomorphic. Negligibility investigations in 
linear topological spaces include [2], r33, CUJ> CSJ, [9], 
and ClOl. Early results of Klee pertain to normed linear 
spaces, while Anderson and Bing in ["33 have shown countable 
unions of compact sets negligible in s. Results of Anderson 
[1], Bessaga and Pelczynski [63, and Kadec [83 show that all 
separable Prechet spaces (locally convex complete metrizable 
linear topological spaces) are mutually homeomorphic, and 
negligibility of countable unions of compact sets in these 
spaces follows. Bessaga and Klee work in a space admit­
ting a countable collection of convex bodies whose inter­
section is a "ooint, and Anderson in [2^ obtains a result in 
an A< snace, i.e., an infinite dimensional space admitting 
a Scha"d©r basis fb^j with continuous coordinates, nnri an 
open neighborhood TT of 0 snch that ^ U for each n. Bes-
sara shows an extensive class of sfts are negligible 
in spaces admitting continuous incomplete norma. Each space 
above admits a continuous linear functional, so that the 
spaces L , 0<p<l, among others, are not covered. Except 
2 
for theorems on s, end in certain cases in Q).3, the spaces 
treated admit weaker linear topologies. Bessara and Klee 
show that ea^h infinite dimensional normed linear space 
admits a weaker norm topology. In view of (2,2) below, it 
would be nice to extend this to a larger class of spaces, 
but this seems a difficult problem. The main results of 
this paper are (2.1) and (2.12). Theorem (2.1) shows neglig­
ibility of romoact sets in a wide class of linear topolog-
p p 
ical spaces, including L , 0<p<l. For L , 0<cp< 1, neg­
ligibility results are obtainable indirectly by way of a 
modification of Mazur's proof [Ï2] that is homeomorphic 
to l', p^ 1, which extends this to 0 Cp <1. Theorem (2,12) 
treats a more restricted class of spaces, and generalizes 
Bessaga's theorem that if X is a linear topological space 
and KdX is such that X admits a continuous incomplete 
norm w with K closed in the completion of w, then K is neg­
ligible, Theorem (2,12) requires X admit a continuous para-
p 
norm with certain properties, and includes a result on L , 
0 < p < 1. In Chapter 3 an isotopy theorem is established 
which settles a question in [103. Chapter l\ lists proper­
ties of shrinkable sets useful in obtaining negligibility 
results bpfore the general statement of (2.1) wss found. 
One of these proofs is sketched to illustrate a method of 
proof using shrinkable sets and cones, which might be use­
ful in another context. Some simple facts on weakening 
topologies are also listed in this chapter. 
3 
Shrlnkeble nelrhborhoods of Ives [jJ and Klee [llj 
ere used throughout, and many proofs are based on ideas of 
Bessapia and Klee. 
u 
2. NEGLIGIBILITY PROPERTIES AND APPLICATIONS 
We prove the following Theorem and Corollaries, All 
linear spaces are real. 
(2.1) THEOREM. Suppose {X,T^ ) is a linear topological 
space admitting a linear topology d Tj' such that (X, 7^) 
is metrizable and incomplete, and that K is '^-compact, 
IT is ?^-open with [0,ljK C-U. Then there is a 77 homeomor-
phism h:X—?X\K with hlX\U = Id. 
(2.2) COROLLARY. Suppose (X,7^) la a metrizable complete 
linear topological space, and %. Is metrizable and strictly 
weaker than . If K, IT are as in (2,1), the conclusion 
holds, 
(2.3) COROLLARY, Let M jp,l] be the space of a.e. finite 
Lebesgue measurable functions, S |p,]] the simple functions, 
3nd C ^ 3,ths continuous functions, all on © If 
S [o,l] C X^M[o,1] or G [o,l] d X^M [0,1], and if conver­
gence in X implies convergence in measure, then subsets of 
X which are compact in M (with the topology of convergence 
in measure) are negligible in X, 
(2.4) COROLLARY, Suppose the hypotheses of (2,1) hold, 
except n 6 , K is 7^-compact, and contains a linearly 
bounded set. Then the conclusion of the Theorem holds. 
It follows from (2.3) that M-compact sets are negligible 
f r f in L , p> 0. (Suppose j )f^/ —> 0, and take 6 y 0, Let 
-To. >3 
=(x£ [0,iJI |f,(x)/^6j . r r 
^ J /£• 
so that yw —> 0.) Corollary (2.3) also implies negligibil­
ity of compact sets in ff|f:f0,lj—>R, f has finitely many 
discontinultiesj with convergence in measure. This space 
is not covered by earlier results since it admits no con­
tinuous linear functional [l3s page llltJ. A case of Ander­
son's result on cx spaces follows from (2.1). If (X,T ) 
is an o< space, then X may be regarded as a linear subspace 
of s. If X 7^ a, then 7^Ix CI T' , where "^T is the topology 
of coordinatewise convergence, and {X,^, ) is dense in {a,7^) 
since If x £ s, (x,,...,x^,0,0,...) € X, and approaches x. 
Thus (X, 7J') is incomplete, and the theorem applies to show 
91^-compact sets negligible. If X = a, and X is metrizable, 
again T. d and- in the notation of Chapter 1; b,—^ 0 l/K) 
but b/,-A 0 (7^), since b^ / U. By the open mapping theorem, 
(X, 7^ ) is incomplete, and again -compact sets are neglig­
ible in (X,r ). 
If U is a set in a linear topological space, and 
p c Int u, then u iâ ahrinkable at p if [0,l)Û-p dInt (U-p) 
Notice thst each ray r from p meets Bd U at most once, and 
that r n Tr ig closed and connected. If TI is shrinkable at 
p, the gauge functional V^(x,p) is defined by 
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X = p + Vy(x,p)(r^(x,p) - p) in case ray px meets Bd U in 
TTLf (x,p). If ^  <C.n or X = p, then KJ(x,p) = 0. Ivea [73 
has shown that if IT is open, then Vy(x,p) is continuous in 
X. It follows that 77^(x,p), as a function of x, is contin­
uous on its domain. According to Klee [ll], each Hsusdorff 
linear topological spnce has a basis at 0 of open sets, 
shrinkable at 0, A get A in a linear spare is star-shaped 
at a 8 A if tx+(l-t)a £ A whenever x E A, t 6 [O,l]. In the 
following, "f:X —>Y is an embedding" will mean f is a homeo-
morphism from X onto a subset of Y, while "f:X—^Y is a 
homeomorphism" will imply the mapping is onto Y. [^Al de­
notes the convex hull of A, 
(2.5) LEMMA, Let Y be a linear subspace of a linear top­
ological space X, y f Y, and U open, shrinkable at y. Then 
U -^Y is shrinkable at y in Y, 
PROOF, ro.l)(U« Y-y)Cl !p,l)(n-y)C U-y, and 
[p,i)(nT?-y) c:Y. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let (X, Tj" ) be a linear topological spece, 
and \<Z.X, If ÏÏ £ is '^-shrinkable at 0, then U is 
T, -shrinkable at 0, Bdfj^ U = Bd^U, and Û * = tJ 
PROOF. |b,i)û"^<c: (p,i)n^cz u, 
Bd^n = n^UC: n^n = Bd U, if x s Bd^U and V is a 
' t fj. z. 
7^-neighborhood of x, then there exists X  & (0,1) such 
that Xx £ V, Since U is T^-shrinkable at 0, Xx f U, 
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Since x ^  U, this shows x is a TT-boundary point of ÏÏ. 
(2.7) LEMMA, Suppose X is a metrizable linear topolog­
ical space and K, W C X with K compact, W open and shrink-
able at 0. If x f X, k c K and r> 0, then fk+X (x-k) I X oj 
CK+rW if and only if (X(x-k)l X> o] CT W. 
PROOF, Assume the first inclusion, and take X ^  0, 
For each n, k+nr(x-k) £ K+rW, so that k+nr(x-k) = k^+rw^ 
with k^ c K, w^ & W, and w^ = (l/r)(k-k^)+n(x-k) £ W, fk^j 
has a convergent subsequence k^—>k £ K, If / is large, 
< 1, and ( ^ (k-k )+n, (x-k)) € W. Letting 
(X+l)(x-k) E W. Therefore )i(x-k) f W, The converse is 
clear. 
(2.8) LEMMA. If X is a linear space, and A, BcSX with 
A star-shaped at x € A, then C = [ >.A+(1-)B| [0,llj 
is star-shaped at x. 
PROOF. Take y C C, t & jO,]] . If t = 1, the result 
is trivial; if t p 1, ty+(l«t)x = t( >. a+(l-X)b) + (l-t)x = 
(l-(t-tX )) + (t-tX )b £ C. 
The next lemma, ^ue to Kiss [llj, is central in what follows, 
so we offer a proof. 
A 
(2.9) LEMMA. If U ig open, ghrinkable at 0, sn^ K ia 
compart, atar-shaped at k, t K, then U+K is shrinkable at 
kg. In particular, if K is convex, TT+K is ghrinkable at 
each point of K, 
PROOF. Take y € Fw-lq,, t C [0,1). y+k^ e Û+K = 
TJ4h^ 30 that y+^-k Z tf for some k t K, t(y+k*-k) E U, 
since TI is shrinkable at 0, and thus ty+k^ f U+tk+(l-t)kg C 
U+K. 
(2.10) LEMMA. If K ia compact and TJ open with Kdll in a 
matrizable linear topological space, and fvU ) is a local 
base at 0, then for some n, K+W^ dU, 
PROOF. If for each ra, K+W^ ()du, take k^ £ K, t ^ 
with k„+w^ ^ ÏÏ, [^jhJ has a convergent subsequence k^-^k. 
Then k^+w^—^k /'n, a contradiction. Thus K+W^CHU for some 
m. Take n such that W^dW^, Then K+W^ = K+W^ d K+VJ^ CH U, 
Note that (2.7) and (2,10) can be stated and proved in a 
non-metric setting. The following convergence criterion 
is aimilar to that found in Anderson and Bing [3], 
(2.11) LEMMA. Suppose X,Z are topological spaces, YdZ, 
h^:X—> Z is a homeomorphism for each n € N, and for each 
X £ X, there exist open , m£ N such that .. .h^h^ = 
.. .h^hj for each ki^l. If h(x) is defined as . ...h^h,(x), 
and h is onto Y, then h:X—>Y ia a homeomorphism, 
PROOF, h is clearly 1-1. If then 
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$^^ g =^h(x^) = (Xj)—>h^....h^h, (%) = 
h(x). Thna h Is «ontlnnous. Take TJ open in X. We will 
show h(TT) open in Y. Take j € h(TT), y = h(x) for some 
X e TJ, h |W^ = h^... ,h^hj W^, so h(W^'i U) = h^b, , 
open in Z an'^ thus in Y, y Ç h(W^ n U) <C2 h(U). 
We now prove Theorem (2,1). Let X be a linear metric 
completion of (X,'^), and (W^] a basis of open sets, shrink-
A/ 
able at 0, with W„ (__W^^ Unspecified closures are either 
with respect to /, or the completion of U = II " X for 
/V yv 
some open TJ. There exists x ^  X^X such that 
LVl)i5K+(l-^ )K I X ^  fOfljj CZZ^T, since otherwise we may choose 
t W,\X, anf^ find ^ [o, 1 C K such that 
\x^+(l-\)k^ / tK There exists such that »X, 
k -^k £ K, Letting /-^oO (1- X)k K U, contradicting 
^0,lj K C2n. Let with y^ C U, There exists n, such 
thst ' " ~ f-s^]j sines otherwise, 
for ear.h n, there exiqt , K, such that 
+(1-X„)k^ X taking convergent subsequences 
f f f we get X x + ( 1 - X ) k  =  
X. x+^$^ + (l-X )k ^  U, a contradiction. Let = 3^ , 
nd Kj = (V[A +(1-^ )K I }i £ [P,ljJ , s compact subset of s 
A/ 
U, By (2.10), there exists such that K +3W^ C U^ 
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Let T, = fxfx,3 + A, = A, A X 
B, = tx,x,3 + 2Wjf^ B, s B, /I X 
^ + 2%, C, = C, X 
A/ /V A/ g/ 
D, = K, + D, = 5, n X 
By (2.8), (2.9), (2.51 and (2.6), A,, B,, C, and D, are 
T^-ahrinkable at x, . A^CZ X = ^ X = 
(Cx,x,l +^^)«X <C ( [x,x,"J +2Î^ ) X = B, . Similarly, we get 
A, C B, d CT CZ D, . The statements fx, + A(x-xj ) I X ^  0^ 
CHAJ, cH BJ  , dC, are equivalent by (2,7). Now we 
define :X-)X. h, u (X^D, ) = Id. 
h,I b]*^ A, :Bj^ Aj—? A, is defined as follows. If 
y t then 7r}^(y,x, ) is defined, and by the above re­
mark, so are TI^(y,x, ), ri^(y,x^ ) anr" n^^(y,x, ). If r is a 
ray from x., intersectinp- Bd Aj , h. maps (B,^ A, ) /\ r lin­
early onto (C,\A,)Ar. Thus 
h, (v) = Tnij.r ) + Vji,(y>3C^ ) - I {jr. (y.x ) - TTAj.x. )) 
),x^ ) - 1 ' • 
a continuous function. h,(B/SsA, has an inverse of the same 
form, so it is a homeoraorphism. Similarly, we define 
h, ( D,^B:D,\, BjDj'^C, . h, is then a homeomorphism. 
Another compactness argument shows there exists n^> n^ 
such that I x,y^^^ CA, and + ^)Kj X ^  &»-7} 
dC^. Let x^ = = Cy rXtx,x,] + (l-X)k1X t 
Then [^,x,^Cr Aj , K^CZ and there exists such that 
lx,xJ+2^ j^ ClA, , 3%^<C.c] . 
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Let X 
% = [x,x^l + 2W^ = B^/,X 
/*• /N^ /V xtV 
Cj, = + 2% C^ = C^" X 
•Bt = Kt Dj = %« X 
As before, Ag, B^, C^, D^ are Tj'-shrinkable at x^, 
Aj^O B^ CI C^CT C^CID^, and the statements 
^ (x-xj^)/A ^  o] d A^, CZ , cC Cj^, Cn are equivalent. 
Also B^ CZA^ and D^<ZZ . Define h^^rX—>X so that 
h^|A^w (X\.Dg^) = Id, h^|B^\ ^ Cj_^A J, 
h^ :D^"^ —9 , Note h^^jx^C, = Id, Continue, 
obtaining sets 
D, %> C, CP B, 3> A, 
' u y 
^2-"^ jja. 
C^C> B^%:> A^ 
and homeomorphisms h^:X—)X with 
h^lÂ^u (X^D^) = Id, 
hy, (B^^ A^-B^-^A^-^ A^, 
Id. 
We claim /I A^ =/1b^ = ^ . Since A^ B^ C% k^_^CZ 
yy 
it is sufficient to show / ) B^ = ^, If yt / /b„, then 
y t X, and y € [x,x^] +2W^^, so that y = x-y<,x^+2w^, and 
taking convorr^nt subsequences, we see y = x^ a contradic­
tion, Also/H =/l Dy, = K, Smpose y £• , Then y £ X 
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anrl y f +31^ . y = ) + (l-X„)k^+3w^ , so that 
y = Ax+(1-X)k. If \ ^ 0, X = (l/X ) (y-(l- X )k) 6 X, a 
contradiction. Therefore y = k f K. Thus K C/Oc^ C-Z^D, 
CZ. r\I>^ = K, since C. CL D^.,, We trace the motion of 
a point X £ X under the successive homeomorphisms h,, . 
If X / B, , then h^ (x) ^  C, and for each n, h^....h^h, (x) = 
h, (x), If X ^  R, \ and x f A, , h ^ (x) = x, end h^h, (x) = 
h ^ (x) y , since x K . Thus h^,,.,. h^h^ (y ) = h^h, (x) if 
n^2. If X i B,and x A, , 'hen h, (x) ^  A,, so 
h,(x) ^  Thus h^h,(x) ^  , an^ h^....h^h,(x) = h^h,(x) 
if n"^2« Otherwisr x € for some n > 1. bq_,...h^h, (x) 
= X, since X£ B^C:A^_, . If x & A„, then H^h^^,...h^h,(x) = 
h^(x) = X, pnd (x) = h^(x) i G since x B . 
If X ^ A^, then h^,...h^^h, (x) = h^(x) ^  A^^ , so 
h^,...h;h,(x)/ Thus h^^^.... h^h, (x) ^  0,^^, so in either 
GASP hn+^..,.h^h, (x) = h,^^.,. .hj^h, (x) if k )> 1. Thus we may 
define h on X by h(x) = ,...h^h,(x). Note that in each case 
above, h(x) i C„ for some n, so h is into X"^K, If y i X"^K, 
then y i D,^ for some n, and y = h,,h^h^ (x) for some x. 
Thus h(x) = h^^,..,hah,(x) = y. This shows h is onto X\K. 
If X L X, then x ^  B^ for some n, l.he above arpument 
shows hjX'^B^ = h^,..,h^h, )XXB^, Thus 2.11 applies to 
show h:X —) X'-^K is a homeomorphism. Since X^TT d X~sD^ , 
evidently hjX\TT = Id, 
Corollary (2,2) is proved by notinr I^:(X,^) —?(X, i^) 
is not an open man, qo the open mappinr theorem implies 
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7^ is incomplete. For Corollary (2,3) note that X with 
the topology of convergence in measure is incomplete, since 
it is dense and a proper subspace of M, Finally, we prove 
Corollary Since contains a linearly bounded set, 
it contains a linearly bounded 7[-shrinkable neighborhood 
V of 0. If V, = V+[0,I]K, then by (2.8) (with A = [o], B = K), 
(2,9) and (2.7), each ray from 0 meets Bd V, exactly once. 
Since fo,ljKCIU £ ^  , we can find using (2.10) and (2,9) 
a '^-open set U, such that |o,lj K CL<C: U and U is -
shrinkable at 0, Let t-T^ , Then is -shr ink-
able at 0 and [o,]jK(d TT^, Since [b,i]K is -compact, 
(Oj^KdrU^ for some r t (0,1), Since TT^ and V, are 7^-
shrinkable at 0 and each ray from 0 meets Bd V, , we may 
find a 7^-homeomorphism j :X—> X such that j IrU^ ^  (X"\2V, ) = 
Id, rU^, and J12^ X. :2V,-x. => 
2^ W, . By the Theorem, there exists a 7^ homeomorphism 
h:X—^X\K such that hjX "^V, = Id. Then j'hj:X—?X\K 
is a Ij" homeomorphism fixed on X\U, 
Next we give the generalization of Besaaga's theorem 
referred to in the Introduction, In his proof [^], Besaaga 
constructs a curve in a normed space with certain properties 
which seem to depend on the homogeneity of the norm. For 
the result here we have less than homogeneity to work with, 
and adopt another approach. All pnranorms below are total. 
lU 
(2.12) THEOREM, Suppose (X,^) is a linear topological 
space and K dX. If there exists a paranoritied space (Y,p) 
such that 
1. X is a p-dense linear subspace of Y, but X Y, 
2. 7^ 1 X C2 T, 
3# For each t € (0,1), there exists b^ & (0,1) such that 
p(tx) < b^p(x) whenever x £ Y, 
i|.. K is closed in Y, 
then X is homeomorphic to XNK, 
(2.13) REMARK, Condition 1. can be replaced by "X is a 
linear subspace of Y, but X is not closed in Y", since we 
may replace Y by the p-closure of X in Y. 
(2*ll[) COROLLARY* Suppose 0<q<l and KCL^, If r<q 
r «1 
is such that K is closed in L , then L is homeomorphic 
to 
(2,1^) COROLLARY. Suppose (X,T') is a linear topological 
space and (Y,p) satisfies 1, 2, 3 in (2,12), If K = LJ Kce, 
C.X, where is a p-locally finite collection, and each 
is T'-compact or a closed subset of a finite dimensional 
space, then K is -negligible in X, 
We introduce a special notation to deal with the next lemma. 
Suppose (X, T^) is a linear topological space, and U £'7^ is 
linearly bounded and T'-shrinkable at y. If x 1 X and x ^  y. 
then rr( x , y , ï ï , X , =  y x  / » B c l  U  a n d  y ' ( x , y , n , X ,  )  l a  d e f i n e d  
by X = y + V(x,y,n,X,'î^ ) ( TT"(x,y,U,X,T ) - y). 
(2,16) LEÎ#1A. Let (X.TT), (Y,%) be linear topological 
spaces with X a linear subspace of Y and %\X d and 
suppose U; , V; 17i and are 1^-shrinkable at x. C X, for 
1 = 1, 2, Suppose also V; , U;» are linearly bounded, 
V. ClIJ;, and h:Bd U, •—> Bd is a homeomorphism with 
h |(Bd U, ) /» X: (B^l U, ) X—> (Bd X, a T, homeomorphism. 
Then h extends to h:^, W,—> V^, a homeomorphism 
with h I (9; -s, V, ) A X: (Û, ^  V, ) /» X ) n X, a T, homeo­
morphism, h)Bd V, :Bd V, —^Bd V^, a homeomorphism, and 
h t (Bd V, ) A X: (Br^ V, ) •« X —> (Bd ^ X, a 7^ homeomorphism, 
PROOF, If r is a ray from , let h map r'* (U, ^ V, ) 
linearly onto s (n^XV,,) where s = x^, h(r A Bd U, )', Thus 
for y f Û, W, , 
h(y) = rTu,x^ ,v.„Y.v * 
where w = 77" (y,Xj ,TJ, ,Y, *^) and z = h(w). h is continuous, 
^ I 
and by symmetry, so is h , Clearly, 
h|(Û]"^V, ) /» X:(uiw, ) /iX-^(tj^\ Vz ) ^ X and for y E X, by 
(2,5), (2,6) and the definition of V in terms of TT , 
h(y) = 7r(zjX^ /» X,X, 77) + 
«here 
w = 7T(y,x, * X,X, 9^), z == h (w). A similar statement 
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holds for h 30 that hl(U,^V, ) X is a homeomorphism. 
Clearly, h|Bd V, ;Bd V, —^Bd , a homeomorphism, and 
h\(Bd V, ) /I X: (Bd V, )*X -^(Bd \ )a X, a 7^ homeomorphism, 
(2.17) LEMMA, If (X,p) is a paranormed linear space, 
= [X1P(X)< 2""}, and K C.X, then CK+W 
PROOF, Take x 6 k+W„. There exist f K, e 
such that k^+w^—>x, p(x-k^ )^ p(x-k^-w^ )+p(w^) ^  
— — (/I — 
p(x-(k^+w^ ) )+2 < 2 for large/, x = k^+(x-k^) C K+lA^_,. 
(2.18) LEMMA, Suppose (X,p) is a paranormed space and 
for each t B (0,1), there exists €. (0,1) such that 
p(tx)^ b^p(x) whenever x E X. Then p restricted to a ray 
from 0 is monotone and unbounded. Each p-ball ^xjp(x)<é'3 
I3 linearly bounded and shrinkabls at 0, 
PROOF, Since p(y )<" bj^p(2y) ^  ,,., <b^ p(2''y), 
Z 2. 
p(2^y)^ p(y). Thus p restricted to a ray is unbounded. 
It is clearly monotone. Suppose x 3^ y and consider the 
line x+^(y-x). Since p( >v (y-x) ) ^  p(x+X(y-x) )+p(-x), 
p(3c+X(y-x)) ^  p( X (y-^))-p(x)> <=•, for large jXj, To see 
that ^xjp(x)<é} is shrinkable at 0, take y C ^xjp (x) < 6 j , 
t 6 (0,1), There exists ^x^] such that p(x^)< 6 and 
p(x^-y)-> 0, Now p(y)^p(y-x^)+p(x^)<p(y-x^)+Thus 
p(y)^ ^  and p(ty)< b^p(y) <1 6 . 
(2.19) LEMMA, Suppose (X,p) is as in (2,18), If K is 
p-bounded, k^ £ K and t^—^ 0, then p(t^k^)—>0, 
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PROOF. For k 6 K, p(k) < ^  . Take f> 0 and 
r & (0,1), For some n, p(r''k) ^  b^p(r* k)^ ,,.. b^p(k)^ 
^ for each k £ K. Then for large m, It^l^r^and 
p(t^k^) = p( lt^|k^)<. p(r''k^) ^  
Robert Neufeld noted in a conversation with the author that 
Klee's result (2,9) holds for non-compaci K in a normed 
linear space. We extend this in the following lemma, 
(2.20) LEMMA, Suppose (X,p) is as in (2,l8), If K is 
star-shaped at 0 and W = [xjp(x)<i6-) , then K+W is s brink-
able at 0. If K is p-bounded, K+W is linearly bounded, 
PROOF, Take y & M, tt [0,1), p(k^+w^-y)—0 
for some k^ £ K, w^ e W so that p(tk^-ty)< b^p(k^-y) ^  
b^(p(k^+w^-y)+p(w^ ) )^ b^(p(k^+w^-y) + é ) <r 6, if n is large. 
That is, tk^-ty £ W, so ty £ K+W, since tk^ € K, If K is 
p-bounded and k+w € K+W, then p(k+w)< p(k)+p(w)<B+ 6, 
Thus K+W is p-boundedp and by (2,l8), linearly bounded. 
(2.21) TîEEOREM, Suppose - (Y, ?^) is. a metrizable linear 
topological space and X a proper linear subspace of Y, 
Suppose also ^ is a linear topology for X such that 
^|X d ^ and X is 7^-dense in Y» If TJ £ 7^ is linearly 
bounded and contains 0, then there exist x € U\X and 
j:Y\x —^Y^O such that j is a homeomorphism, 
j|X:X—^X^O is a Tj homeomorphism, and J|Y\U = Id. 
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PROOF. There exists x t Y\X such that fp,x] U. 
Let ^ X ( '^) with € X, There exists n, such that 
[p,x,y^ CHU, since otherwise for each n, there exist 
X,, auch that \0+/t,x+^y^ /u, with + = 1. Tak­
ing convergent subsequences we 
have (yU )x ^ U, with y* + ^  1. Let be a basis 
of open sets T^-shrinkable at 0, with ^ W^_,. Letting 
~ X» » Ip,x,xJ CZ.^ and, by (2.10), there exists i, such 
that [0,x,x,j[d U, Let Z = [0,x,xJ+W^^. There exists 
n^ > n, such that jx,x, Z, since otherwise 
^ Z, so that ( )^ +10 )x+yW X, 4 Z, Letting 
~ 3o » C*»^i ^ Z and there exists >//, such that 
fx,*, ,Xj^+l^ dZ, Let U, = [XfX, ,XjJ+Vf^ , There exists 
n^> n^ such that * end ^^y/^svoh that 
[x,x^,x^J+W^ ecu,, where x_j = y^ . Let = ^,Xg,Xj]+lj^ . 
J 3 J 
Continue, obtaining = [x,x^,x^*;]+1i^^^^ with 9[-shrink-
able at x^ , x^ j^(by (2,9)), and We claim f jïï^ - Cx], 
If y £ then y = )i^x+y(^x^* ao that, taking 
convergent subsequences, y = /VX-^x+V"x+0 = x. There exists 
m such that W^dZ. Let Then IT, , <%Z. U, , Z 
are '^-shrinkable at x^ , , Z 7^-shrinkable at 0, so, by 
(2.16), we may extend Id:Bd Z—/Bd Z to a 9^ homeomorphism 
.1:Z\TJ,—> "Z W, with J | (ZxH^ ) ^ X: (Z ^11, )/» X(Z W, ) n x, 
a ^ homeomorphism, .ll Bd :Bd TI^ •—> Bd , a homeomorph-
ism, and J |(Rd TJ, )a X: (Bd U, )/» X—>(BRI V, ) /i X, a T\ 
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homeomorphiam. Since II, , ere '7^-shrlnkable at x , we 
use (2.16) again and extend jlsd IT, to j:U,\U^—^ V, ^  . 
Continue the extension and define j|Y\Z = Id, obtaining 
J:Y\x-^Y\0 with the stated properties. 
(2.22) LEMMA. Suppose (X,9^), {Y,T^) are linear topologi­
cal spaces with X a linear subspace of Y and %|X (Z 7^, 
Let n be a linearly bounded ?[-shrlnkable neighborhood of 0 
and i:Y\0—^Y\0 be defined by i(y) = 
(l/y(y, 0,TJ,Y, 7^) ) 7T(y,0,U,Y, 7^ ), an inversion with respect 
to Bd'j-U, Then 1 is a homeomorphism and 1 |x XO;X"s 0— 
X\0 is a Tj' homeomorphism, 
PROOF, i is 7]^ continuous and i = i. If y £ XNO, 
i(y) = (l/>^(y,0,U/» X,X,7;)) r(y,0,U'>X,X,7;) by (2.2) and 
(2,6), so i| XX 0, 1 lx\0 are 7^ continuous. 
We now prove Theorem (2.12), We may assume 0 ^  K, 
Let W^ - [yjp(y)<12 J, For some n^ , W^ /\ K = ^  . By 
(2,21), there exist x £ W^ X and j:Y\x—^Y'^O such that 
j is a p homeomorphism, j )X:X —^XX 0 a 7^ homeomorphism, 
and j|Y\W^^= Id. By (2,22), there exists an inversion 
i:Y\0-^Y^0 with regpect to Bd W^^ such that i is a p 
homeomorphism and ijXxOrXXO—?X a T' homeomorphism. 
Since i(K) is closed in Y\0, j 'i(K) is closed in Y\x and 
contained in X. Let p(y^-x)->0 with y^ £ X, Let x^ == y, s 
K, = +(1- X)f'i(K)| \ g [0,]]j and U, = K,+W, . 
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— I 
is p-bounded, since p( > (y«<x+) + (l-) j i(k) ) 6 
p(x)+p(x^)+p(j i(k))^p(x)+p(x,)+(l/2 1. By (2,8), K, is 
3tar-3haped at x,, ao according to (2,20) IJ, = K,+W, is 
linearly bounded and p-shrinkable at x,. There exists n^ > 1 
such that X lx,x, ,y^^^+(l- X) j i(K)l X £ [0,l| ] d 
since p( X X,+^^"7^ ) + {!-A ) J !(%) -
[\((/^ + r)z+ f X, ) + (l- ) j i(k)J ) = p( }i(r (y^ -x) ) C l/2 
for large n. Let x^ = ^  (x,x, ,x^J+(l-)i ) j i(K) | 
X C [0,l]j. Then K^C:K,+W^ and by (2.17) CZ.\+\ 
CZK +W^+V^ CZ K +W, = U, . Let = K^+1^ , V = [x,x, ,x^]+W^ . 
Then CZ dT TJ^ , By the foregoing argument, there 
exists n^ )> n^ such thnt (^{"X&,x^,%,^']+(1-A)j 'l(K)t 
[o,i]]ck^+W^ and [x,Xj, [x,x^ , Letting 
= y^ , = (y [), [x,Xg,Xj]+(l=X ) j 'i(K)! X ^ [o,l]J, then 
K^ +W^ <Z K_j+W^  C K2,+W^ +Wy dK^ +Wj = and [x,x^ ,xj] +W^  CH 
[x,x^,xJ+¥^ CZ /x,x Cr&,x, J ~ ^z-
Uj = = Jx,x^  gXjJ+¥^ , Continue, obtaining = 
(JfX&.x..,,xJ+(l-X)j"i(K)IX£lO,l]j, tJ„ =K^.,, 
= [x,x„...x„>W^_,. with iT.C and n„ . V, 
p-shrinkable at x^_,, x^. We claim (/I) ^ X = j i(K), 
Take y £ (Du^ ) X. Then y - + 
(1-^J.1 *l(k^)+w^. I"" X^~T> 1, we rot, using (2.19), y = x, 
a contradiction. If X^-/9 1» then —? )s =/ 1, for some 
(n/J. S 1(\) = ('-K/'(y-\/V+|3,Vi""^A '-Hi'—? 
(1- X) *(y-Xx) which la In j *1(K) or equal to x, since j i(K) 
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la closed In Y\x. In the first case y- \x = (1- 'i(k), 
and if X ^  0, x = (l/) (y-(1-)^ ) .1 i(k) ) £ X, a contradic­
tion. Thus X = 0, and y = j i (k). If (1- X ) (y- Xx) = x, 
then y = X, a contradiction, Similorly, we may show 
(ily^ ) ^ X = . Noting TJ, , TJ^, are p-shrinkable at x, , 
we use (2,16) to extend Id:Bri U,—^Bd IT, to h:U, TJ^—> Vj, , 
a p homeomorphigm with h I ( U, ^  ) /» X : ) o X —^ X, 
a T" homeomorphigm, h|Bd TJj,:Bd TT^—? Bd V^, a p homeomorphism, 
and h|(Bd TJ^)aX : (Bd )/, X —) (Bd Vj,)/>X, a T homeomorph­
igm, Since , Vj are p-ghrinkable at x^, we may 
extend h|Bd to h : TJ^\ ^ with these properties. 
Continuing the extension, and letting hlY\U^ = Id, we have 
h:(Y^u, )^t2(iJ,^u^^,)-> (y\U, )^0(V^W^+,) (with V, = U, ), 
a p homeomorphism with 
h|(dom h)/» X: [(Y^U, ^ x] ^ 
[(Y'^ U^  ) /I J^o %,+ ,) ^  xj, a 7^  homeomorphism, (Note 
that the unions are over -locally finite collections of 
9^-closed sets.) This can be written 
hj(dom h)^ X;X\[(nu« )^ xj ~:>X\[(fOv^ )^ xj. That is, 
h|(dom h) ^  X:X\ j 'i(K)—^X, a 7^ homeomorphism. It is then 
easy to check thnt h.j ijfx^KtX'^ K—?X, a 7^ homeomorphism: 
a) h,1 1.1 is defined on XNK, and into X • Take y & X^K, 
— 9 •* I 
Clearly .1 i j (y) la defined, and in X, We must show j 1 j (y) 
^ j i(K), If j i.Ky) - .1 i(k), then J(y) = k and thus 
y = k, since J|K = Id, 
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b) hj ijlX\K is onto X. Take y £ X, and let 
z = .1 ijh'(y) & X. Then hj i.1(z) = y. If z f K, then 
j i.1(z) = h '(y) with j(z) = z, so that j i(z) = h (y), and 
I I 
h (y) j i(K), a contradiction. 
Next we prove Corollary (2.1%). Define.p:L —> R by 
p(f) = r Jfl , and p:L —^ R by p(f) = ) |fl^ , We must 
show L CT Suppose | If I <=-® , If E = 
j 
[x £ I jf (x)! < l] and F = [x C [o,l] | If (x)j > ij, then 
^ If I = J"|fl Ç If l^'X/r , The first integral is 
finite, and (f I""Xp implies ^ 
let f (x) = X L \ L^, Then ^ C L 
P £-A'J 
rIf- % fI = r X Li» 0. 
Now 
9 
and 
30 that the condition of (2,13) 
t<'.0 7o^ s-J 
Cj 
holds. Next we show p|L is weaker than p^ , Suppose 
P, (^ )—3> 0 and let = [xf [0,i] j f^ (x) ^  1J, 
F 6 = &,l] ||f^(x)|>6j . r Kl^:^ 6^ , so 
> 0 for each 6>0, j' = J |f^ I^ ^ ^  
CI p ^ ^ ^ This shows C | f^ T TC —^ 0, 
Also, y KT ]C^ ^ 4 jlfj''—^ 0, It remains 
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r 
to verify condition 3 of (2.12), p(tf) = Itrl = 
Itl*" ( jfl^, so we may take b, = t , For Corollary (2,1^) 
-'rojj p 
note K L/K*: = = ^ Ku. = K. 
The final results of this chapter are applications of 
the sort found in Klee f9j. 
(2.23) THEOREM. Suppose (X, %) is a linear topological 
space admitting a metrizable incomplete linear topology 
7^ CZ 77 and U g, 7^-shrinkable at 0. If 7^ contains 
a linearly bounded set, then there exists a homeomorph-
ism h:X—such that h = h , h|u maps TJ onto X^U, and 
hiBd U = Id. 
PROOF, By (2,If), with K = [O], there exists a 
homeomorphism j:X—^X\0 such that j|x\U = Id. Let 
i:X\ 0 —)XXO be defined by i(x) = (l/Y[,(x,0)) n[/(x,0), 
^ Î m 9 
a 7^ homeomorphism with i = i. Then h = j ij has the de­
sired properties, 
(2,214) lemma. If (X,T) is an incomplete linear topolog­
ical space and f a continuous linear functional on X, then 
JL 
f is incomplete. 
PROOF, Suppose f^^is complete, and is Cauchy 
in X. Xj = Wj +)^y where z f"^, y f"^, x^-:y = 
(wj-w^) + (x^-)ky)y, 30 that f(x^-x^) = (>k^-)^pf (y). Since 
x^-x^—> 0 f (Xj-x^)—^0, we see is Cauchy, Thus 
2k 
. It then follows that (w^] Is Cauchy, and so, 
under the supposition, w^—^ . But then +X^y, 
showing X complete. 
(2.2^) LEMMA, If, for i = 1,2., U; is open, shrinkable 
at X. and radially bounded at %., then Bd is homeomorphic 
to Bd TJj . 
PROOF. tJj-xj is shrinkable at 0, so we may assume 
each U; shrinkable at 0. 7Ty. :X'>n 0 —> Bd U; is continuous 
for each 1, and so are |Bd TJ^, 771^|Bd U, , Thus 
TT^r^jBd IT| :Bd U, —)'Bd is a homeomorphism with inverse 
TTy, iBd . 
(2.26) THEOREM. Suppose (X, 7^) is a linear topological 
space admitting a metrizable incomplete linear topology 
\ ^ 'K and n E is linearly bounded and Tj"-shrinkable 
at 0. If 0^ contains a linearly bounded set and f is a 
non-zero continuous linear functional on X, then f is 
homeomorphic to Bd^ TJ, 
PROOF. Not© that f is also 7^ continuous. Take 
X £X such that f(x)>0. By (2.6) and (2.9), Uj = U+ [rx,z] 
is T^-shrinkable at -x, 0 and x, and by (2.7), U, is rad­
ially bounded at 0. If y £ Sd Uj and f(y)^ 0, then [z,yj 
meets f^^in exactly one point, h(y). This map h is from 
(Bd IIj ) /i^y jf(y)< Oj onto f * U,, and is 1-1, 7^ bioontin-
uous , (h(y) = y + (f (.y)/(f (y)-f;(x) ) ) (x-y), and 
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h (y) = By (2.5), U,f is ^-shrinkable in 
f^at 0. is incomplete by (2,21;) and since 
contains a linearly bounded set, (2.23) applies giving a 
homeomorphism f such that k(U, /» f"*") = f (U^'^ f"*"), 
klBd^j. (n,/% f"^) = Id. Since is ^-shrinkable at 0, 
Bd^yj. f j(n, /I f-^) = (Bd^^ n, ) /I r^. Map (Sd U, ) n fylf(y)% o) 
onto n, by projection from Calling this map i , 
the function kyf is a 7^ homeomorphism from 
(Bd n, )A [y|f(y)%o] onto f^N-Uj. Then h u k/ is a 7| hom­
eomorphism from Bd U, onto f"\ Since IT, is radially bounded 
at 0, we may use (2.2$) and conclude fTJ homeomorphic 
to Bd Ue 
(2.27) THEOREM. Under the hypotheses of Theorem (2.26), 
the half-space H = [y|f(y)^o] is X homeomorphic to U. 
PROOF. Take x E X such that fix) -  1. By (2.%), 
w i t h  K  =  ( 0 > ,  t h e r e  e x i s t s  s  ^  h o m e o m o r p h i s m  J : X — 0  
such that jjXNTT = Id, There exists a 7^ homeomorphism 
k:Bd TJ—^ f"^ according to (2,26). Let h:U —be defined 
by h(y) = k 77^(j(y),0) + ( (l/V;^ J(y),0) )-l)x. his con­
tinuous and has continuous inverse /(z) = 
j *( (l/(f (z)+l) )k q(z)), where q:X—^ f"*" is projection in 
direction x, onto f 
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3. AN ISOTOPy THEOREM 
In the proof of Theorem (2.1), the homeomorphisma Id, 
h,, h^h,, hgh^hj,... may be regarded as successive stages 
of an isotopy whose final homeomorphism is h:X—:>XXK. 
There are obvious ways to fill the gaps, but the details 
are tedious. The statement of the isotopy theorem below 
is patterned after Klee's C9Ji and Corollary (3»i+) answers 
Klee's question in ClQ], whether his Isotopy theorem extends 
to an arbitrary normed linear space. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Suppose (X,^) is a linear topological 
space admitting a metrizable incomplete linear topology 
If and K is T^-compact with [o,1]kc:ïï, 
then there exists a 'K embedding H:XX[0,l]—xxfo,!] such 
that if h^ix) = p^ H(x,t) for t £ [b,l), then [hj] has the 
following properties. 
Is h^:X-^X is a T]' homeomorphism for each t E [0,1), 
2. h^ = Id. 
3 .  h * : X — i s  a  h o m e o m o r p h i s m .  
k. For each t Ç [b,l], h^/xxu = Id. 
5. lim hjhf* = Id^ ) and lim = I^^^( V,) with 
the convergence uniform on each "^-compact set. 
(3.2) COROLLARY, If (X, '7% ) is a metrizable complete 
linear topological space admitting a strictly weaker met-
trizable topology then (X, ?[) Is incomplete and the 
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Theorem holds. 
(3.3) COROLLARY. Suppose the hypotheses of the Theorem 
hold, except that U £ , K is 7^ -compact and [o,l|K d U. 
Suppose also ^ contains a linearly bounded set. Then the 
conclusions of the Theorem hold (with limits uniform on 
-compact sets), 
(3*U) COROLLARY. If X is a normed linear space an^l KCIU, 
where K is compact and ÏÏ is a bounded open convex body, then 
there is an isotopy with the properties stated in the Theorem 
(limits uniform on sets compact in the given norm). 
To prove the Theorem, let A^, B^, C^, be defined 
as in the proof of (2.1) and recall the inclusion relations 
D, -3 C,"-)B,Z} A, 
u u 
u u 
DjO a, A, 
9 
• 
We want to define HjZXX (o,^ —^ XX C^tkJ so that for a fixed 
t, H, (x,t) is flxô'l on A, ^  (XX D, ) and H,(x,t) pushes Bd B, 
onto the dotted portion in Figure 1. For t = 0, the dotted 
portion coincides with Bd B^; for t = &, it coincides with 
Bd C,. The details follow. 
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Figure 1. An Isotopy stspe 
Define H, :X X [0,ij XX [0,^1 in three parts. 
H„ :[S, u (X^D, )] X [O.fl -f p, (X-sD, )] X fO.i], H„ = Id, 
[0,i] > 
[ (x,t)j 1^ )<(x,XJ ) < )^(Tr„{x,x, )+2t (R^^(x,xj )- ^ (x,x, )),X| ) 
and 0£t<i-^ where Hj^(x,t) = ( (x,x^ ) + 
,t). 
Hj^ia a Tj homeomorphiam with inverse 
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X (x,x, )-l \ 
(%Û(x,%,)-/&(%,%,)),t). 
(7^(x,x, )+2t(/7^(x,x^ )-/7^(x,x^ ) )-l ' ' ' 
(dJ \B, ) X —) f(x,t)| )^(/7^(x,Xj )+2t(7Ç(x,x, )-%g(x,x, ) ), 
^ \^{Tr^(x,Xf ) ,x^) and where 
H^^(x,t) = ^gU,x^ )+2t(/Ç(x,x, )-/^(x,x, )) + 
y^(x,x, )-l r -7 
—: I 77^(x,x )-{fTj^ {x,x )+2t(fL iXfX )-/CXx,x ) ) )| 
H^^is a ^ homeomorphism with inverse H^^tx,t) = 
/ ^ ^/x,x, )- )g%(x,x, )+2t(/^.(x,x, )- ^ {x,x, )),x, ) 
x,) + . 
VgifT^ ixtX i) ,x^  )-)^(/'^(x,xp+2t(/:^ (x,xp-/^(x,x^)),x^ ) 
(Z^(x,x^)-7^(x,xy)),tj . Since the domains and ranges of 
the H,. are finite collections of closed sets and defihitions 
agree on the intersections, is a borneo-
morphism. Note that h^ :X-r^ X. defined, by h^ (x) = p, H(x,t) 
(p^ = projection on the first coordinate) is a homeomorph-
ism for each t £" and that hj ='ld, |Â,u (X^) - Id, 
and h^ = h, , where hj is as in the proof of (2.1). Next use 
the shrinkability of A,, at x^^ to define a homeo-. 
iRorphism Kj^ ;X X XX such that 
(X\DJ/{&,-#] = Id, K^lXKfi] = Id, = S 
anfl K^(x,-^) = h^(x), and let H^:XX f XX|i,^J be de­
fined by Hg^(x,t) = K2^(h_[(x),t) = K^(h, (x), t ), is a 
—( —I 
homoomorphism with inverse H^(y,t) = (h, p^ K^(y, t ), t ), and 
has the properties 
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HJ(X\D, = Id, 
Hjxxd) = Hjxyft], 
H^(x,-|) = (h^h, (x),^), 
H^(x,t) = (h^(x),t) = (h(x),t) if X ^ B, , 
To see the last, note x ^  :=:^ h, (x) ^  h^ (x) ^  
^=^K^(h| (x),t) = (h^(x),t). It is shown in the proof of 
(2,1) that h(x) = hj (x) for x ^  . Letting h^' (x) = p, (x, 
for t & each h^' is a ?]' homeomorphism of X, and hj^ = 
h^hj• We may continue the extension, obtaining at the nth 
{ - i h f r /  — n 7  r  - « • /  " ^ 7  
1-2 ,1-2 XX[1-2 ,1-2 J with 
(XSD. = Id, Kjxx^-2"^'j= Id, 
K„(x,l-2 ) = h^(x), and p^K^(x,t) = t. We define 
:X/[l-2 l-2"3Xx[l.r^',l-2'[y by H„(x,t) « 
K. (h. h.h. (x).t), a homeomorphism with inverse /I ^*"1 i • ' - i 
H~'(y,t) = (h, l...h^^p, K/(y,t),t), and properties 
I (X\ D, )x [1-2""", 1-2"!] = Id, 
Hjxx(l.2n = H.,|xx(l_2 
H^(x,l-2"'') « (h_^....h^h/x),1.2"l, 
H„(x,t) = (h^_,... .h^h; (x),t) = (h(x),t) if x / B^_, » 
We let h^(x) = H^(x,t) for te f 1-2,1^2 "J, Since 
I^Xx{l'2**',l-2 Jj is a locally finite collection of closed 
sets, we may define s homeomorphism E:Xx(0,l) —^ Xx|o,l) 
by H = Cyn.. If we let H(x,l) = (h(x),l) then /*» < " 
H:XXfOjlJ —? XxfOji^ is 1-1 and, as we now show, bicontinr 
uous. Evidently, it is sufficient to show continuity of 
H at (x,l), X £ X, and continuity of H * at (y,l), y £ X\K, 
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Take (x^,t^ ) —) (x,l). For some n, x ^  , so that h(x) = 
h^_,....h^h, (x). If then x^ ^  and 1-2 ^ ^ 1, 
so that 1-2 1^ ^  1-2 ^  for some ^ n (t^ = 1 is easily 
taken care of), and H(x^,t^) = H^(Xj,t^) = 
(h^ _^....h^h^(x ),t^) = (h^_, • • • .h^h^ (x ),t^) = (h(x^),t^) 
—^(h(x),l) = H(x,l). Now take (jr^ ,t^) —> (y,l) with 
y £ X\K. For some n, y ^  D^, so that y = h(x) = 
h^^...,h^h,(x) for some x E X. If 3 ^  , then y^ / 
—/!+/ —iMj-é-/ —/»V 
and 1-2 x t^ ^  1. Then 1-2 ^ t^-< 1-2 for some m^^n, 
and T) IL(^ = 7^-. Thus H'ty^ ) = H^\y^,t^) = 
(h"{y^ ),tj)—>(h"'(y),l) = H'(y,l). (If Xj = h,'... .h ', (y^. ), 
then = h^ _^... .h^h| (xj) ^  and since n, y^ = 
,.. .h y^= . ...h^h . ...h^h /x. ) = h(x,) , and x^ = h (y«;)). 
" 1 ^  j  " S i *  ~  '  à  a  w  "  
This completes the proof that H is a 7^ embedding. We have 
noted h|:X—>X is a homeomorphism whenever t€ [0,1), and 
defining hj(x) = p,H(x,l) = h(x), we see hj has the required 
properties. Since H^j(X\D, )x[l-2 ' ,1-2 J = Id, D, d-U 
and hJ = h, we have h^{X\U = Id, each t € [O,ljo Next we 
show lim hjh^ = Id^ (7^) uniformly on compact sets. If 
L CZX and L is T^-compact, then L ^ ^ for some n 
(since/Ob^ end B^ClB^^), It is easy to see h^ (y) = 
— I 
H (y,t). By an argument of the sort above, if t ia suf­
ficiently near 1 and y C L, so that y ^  B^, then H (y,t) = 
(h''(y),t), 80 that h^' '(y) = h'(y), and hh^ (y) = y. The 
other uniform converrence stetement is proved similarly. 
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The proof of Corollary (3.2) is the same as that of 
(2.2), To prove (3.3), begin as in the proof of (2,l|) by 
finding V, , r £ (0,1) with [0,i]K CL V, , d U, 
Tl^t 7^ , Vj £ ^  and radially bounded, and a 7^ homeomorphism 
j:X—such that j/rû^ ^  (X\2V,) = Id, j|ÏÏ^"^rUj, rU^ —> 
vj^rU^, and jl2V, ^ n^:2V,^ U^-:>2V. W, , By Theorem (3.1) 
there exists a 7^ isotopy, H:XxfO,]J X xjô,]J such that 
h';X-^ X is a homeomorphism for t 2 [0,1), h|:X-^XNK 
-I -I 
is a 7^ homeomorphism, lim h'h' = Id^ ( 9Y ), lim h'h' = ( I t  r -  f - )  I  t  i  
with the convergence uniform on each 1% -compact 
set, and'H|(X^ V^|)x[b,i] = Id. Define L:XJ<[p,l]-r) Xx[0,lj 
by L(x,t) = (j p, H(j(x),t),t) and 
M:[XX/P,1)J u [(X\K)XfllJ-? XX(Ô,l] by M(y,t) = 
j p^ H (.1(y) ,t) ,t). Then M is an inverse for L, L and M 
are 7^ continuous, ao L is a ÎJ" embedding. Letting :X—^ X, 
y^(x) = P|L(x,t), we have /^(x) = j p^H(j{x),t) = 
j"P|(h^(j(x)),t) = j h^j(x). That is, J'hp, so that 
each ^  is a 7^ homeomorphism, and maps X onto X for 
t sjOjl), maps X onto X^K (note j|K = Id), If R is 
7^-compact, then as in the proof of the Theorem, there 
exists to-cl such that (t^^t^l, y £ J (R) =^h| '(y) = hj (y)). 
Thus tg,< t < 1, X £ R iL(x) = j h|jj hj j (x) = x, 
and so 11m /, A = Id uniformly on 7%-compact sets, Sim-
ilarly, for the other limit statement. If x U^, then 
j(x) ^  V, , so that H(j(x),t) = (j(x),t), and L(x,t) = 
(j p^(j(x),t),t) = (x,t). Finally, we prove (3.1+). We 
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may assume 0 £ U, 30 that Cp,i]K ClU. According to Bessaga 
and Klee [hJ, X admits a weaker incomplete norm, so that 
Corollary (3.3) applies. 
3U 
U. ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES OF SHRINXABLB NFIGHBORHOODS AND 
SOME FACTS CONCERNING V/EAKENING TOPOLOGIES 
(U.l) LEMMA, If f is a non-zero continuous linear functional 
on a linear topological space X, f(x)>0, and U is open in 
the hyperplane then V = I X> o] is open in X. 
PROOF. V is the image of (0,<x=>)XU under the map 
h: (0,c>3)X(x+f"*") —>/y If (y)> oj , h(X,z) = y\z. We show h 
is a horaeomorphism, h is onto, since f(y)>0 implies y = 
(f (y)/f (x) ) [^(f (x)/f (y) )y]. h is 1-1, since A,z, = 
= ^^f(x) ^2.» which 
implies z, = z^. To see that h ' is continuous, suppose 
^ Xz. Then X^f(x) so that = 
(l/>^) (X^Zj. )-> (l/> )(Xz) = z. 
A cone C in a linear space X is a subset of X such that 
0 EC, ^ > 0 =^Xc £ C, All spaces below are metrizable. 
(U,2) LEMMA. If X, f, X, U an^ V are as in (It.l), then 
V, ^ and Bd V are cones, and (x+f^) = U, V (x+f^l = TJ, 
(Bd V)i (x+f^) = Bd U. 
PROOF, Proof of the cone statement is trivial, 
y £ V (x+f"*") =# y = > u with u £ TJ, A > 0 and f (y ) =f (x) » 
f(x) = f(y)= yXf(u) = Xtix), so that ^ = 1, and y = u £ U. 
The reverse inclusion ia clear. If y s: (x+f^), then 
there exist y^ £ V such that y«-?y, y^ = , and f(y^) 
- (Uy, ) = \f (x). A = f (y^ )/f (x)—^f (y)/f (x) = 1. 
3^ 
= (l/\)y^—> y. Thus y £ ÛT, The reverse inclusion is 
clear. Using (U.l), (Bd V)"(x+f^l = (V W) ^ (x+rt = 
[v ^  (x+f^j] ^  |y (x+f^)] =r U^U = Bd ÏÏ. 
(^.3) LEMMA, Suppose f is a non-zero continuous linear 
functional on a linear topological space X, and f(x)> 0, 
If U Is open in x+f"*", shrinkable at x in x+f\ and V = 
l^î>U|X>0], then (y£ V, > 0 y+/4x cV), Each line 
[y+Xx| X £ Rj meets Bd V exactly once. 
PROOF. Take y £ V, /» >0, and £ V such that 
5^-7>y« y^ = with & u, y„>o, f(y^) = = 
>/(x). \== f(y^ )/f(x)—> f(y)/f(x). If f(y)> 0, then 
f(y)/f(x)>0 and u^ = (l/>Jy« —^ (l/Aft)y & U. 
-(^y-x € ÏÏ-X, and since £ fo,l), we have 
— ( - r y - x )  ^  n - x .  T h u s  ( y «  +  X „ ) x + y - X  X  €  ( / /  +  X j U  a n d  
y*i + Xo ® O / 
y+ yMX E (/< 4-XJUCI.V, If f(y) = 0, then \c~ 0» Choose 
/ I 
ffuch that 0 3^ 6 U %y^-x & U-x, so that 
_^^y -x) £ U-x if n large (since U is shrinkable at x). 
£ u z+^y 6 Û y & û-x^^ 2y & u-x 
y-y* X ^ yU d V. Since V is open, [y+)\ x| \ E R) meets 
Bd V at most once. To see that it meets Bd V at least 
once, take such that y+ X^x c x+f"^. If y+Xe,x L' Û C: V, 
then it is clear that (y+XxlX E R^ meets Bd V, since 
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f(y+>,x) <0 for some If J+K^ i U, then 
x+ /<(y+ V-x) £ Bd U for some yu > 0, since x £ TJ. Thus, 
since Bd V is a cone and x+/^ (y+>^x-x) ^  Bd U dBd V, 
y+(^+A^-l)x = ^  (x+^(y+X^x-x) ) E Bd V. 
(l|..[l.) LEMMA. Suppose X, f, x, U anri V are as in (U.3) 
and p ;X—>Bd V is defined by ^(y) = [ y + X x  |  X  f r]Bd V. 
Then p is continuous. 
PROOF. Define q:X—?x+f'^by q(y) = 
[y+X3clX£ R] /I (x+f*") (projection in direction x onto x+f^), 
Vtx+f'^R by VCy) = and TT: (x+f^)\ îyI K(y) = oj 
—4Bd ÏÏ by My) = nL(y,x). Note that f (y) = yq(y)/Tq(y) 
if yq(y) 4 0 and ^(y) = q(y)-x if Vq(y) = 0. See Figure 2. 
ttcHY) 
Figure 2, Dependence of p on q, K and TT 
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Since TT is defined on an open subset of x+f"', ^ is con­
tinuous at each point y for which Vq(y) ^  0. If Y^ij) = 
0, then clearly ^Cy^) —>pCy) if —>y and yq(y^ ) = 0. Now 
assume y^ —9 y and yq(y^ ) ^  0, We must show 
y^q(y^ )7T'q(y^ )—>q(y)-x. if fVq(y^)) is unbounded, there 
exists (n. ) such that 7Tq(y ) = ^ { (q(y, )-x)+x—>x 
" à  
S Bd TJ, since Bd IT closed. This contradicts x 6 U. Thus 
|^q(y^ )] has a convergent subsequence [yq(?x^)j . If 
y i ( y ^ ^ ) t h e n  f r q i y ^ ^ )  =  ( q ( y ^ ^ ) - x ) + x  >  
-^(q(y)-x)+x £ Bd U, so that q(y) / x (since x £ U), and 
y^q(y) = r 0, a contradiction. Thus every convergent 
aubsequenco of the bounded sequence VVqCy^ )j approaches 
zero, and this proves yq(y„ )—^ 0. By definition of y, 
yq(y^)/rq(y« ) « q(y^ )-*+KqCy, )x->q(y)-x. 
(I|,5) LEMMA. Suppose X is a metrizable linear topolog­
ical space, and U la linearly bounded, open and shrinkable 
at each point of K, Then the boundary and gauge functions 
?X, V^:XxK—:^R are continuous. 
PROOF. Suppose (x^)—>(x,k). Let u^= rir.(x^-k^)j 
u = (x,k), = X}(x^ ,k^ ) and ^ =Xy(xsk). Then 
Ufl = k^+j^(x^-k^) and u « k+-^(x-=k). If has 0 as an 
accumulation point, then there exists Irtj] such that 0, 
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and pu = P k +(x -k ) —> (x-k) = 4" (u-k). Thus 
y ''V / 'v r 
fO'/ ^ "-k. (u^-k) £ U-k eventually, since U is 
shrlnkable at k, u.,^-k €. IT-k, and < 1 for large / . 
f (u^-k)£ §(%T-k), and so u-k 6 ^ (U-k) TT-k, since U 
is shrlnkable at k. But u t U contradicts u e Bd IT. Thus 
] is bounded awn y from 0, so that ["^j is bounded. If 
(fis an accumulation point of j and ^—XT, then 
u. = k. + -l(x -k ^ k+ (r(x-k) 6 Bd U. Since k+-4(x-k) 
If ji r 
& Bd U, this shows (T = ~^  • I.e., (T is the only accum­
ulation point of and ^ . Thus ,k^) ^ 
y;](x,k). Finally, rr^(x^,kj = u^= k^+^(x^-kj - ? 
k+^(x-k) = 7T(x,k). 
To Illustrate use of the foregoing, we sketch a proof of 
a special case of (2.1). 
(1^,6) If (X, T') is a raetrizable incomplete linear topo­
logical space admitting a non-zero continuous linear func­
tional, f, then X is homeomorphie to XNO, 
Take z such that f(x)>0, and begin the proof using 
(2.2)|) to show (x+f^; T) is incomplete. Complete x+f"^, 
and take x in the completion, but. not in x+f**". We use the 
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technique of (2.21) to find x —^ x with x & X, and IT^ open 
in the completion (but not necessarily linearly bounded) 
such that if TT, = TT^^X, then is shrinkable at x^ 
TI, = 0c) and ^ . The cones = 
(^[>tt/X> oj are open and V„ CZ V_,, We claim /Ov^ = l O ) ,  
Take y£/^V^. Iff(y) 5^0, thenf(y)>0, and (f(x)/f(y))y 
t x+f^, so that for some n, (f(x)/f(y))y 4 (since 
= ^  ). But y 6 ==>(f(x)/f(y))y E (x+i^-^) = TT^, 
a contradiction. If f(y) = 0 and y ^ 0, then for some n, 
(^T,+y)^ TT^ = ^ , since if is in both sets for each n, 
we have +y = > so that y = u^'-ul '"^ 0. Thus 
x„+y ^  9 and since x^+y c x+f*", (i|,2) shows x^+y / V, . 
Then by (1|.3) and the shrinkability of at x^, y ^  , 
Thus we have/0'Â^, = ^O). By (i|.3) Bd V, , Bd are each 
met by (y+Sx^l X £ R] in a single point. This line also 
meets fand [x|f(x) = -ij in single points, and usinp (I+.i^) 
and the continuity of f, we define a homeomorphism h which 
is 
Figure 3. Definition of h, 
Uo 
In Figure 3, h,(a) = a, h,(b) = c and h ^ (d) = d. The dia­
gram ia oversimplified in that portions of Bd V, and Bd 
may lie in f"*". Next, using the fact that X £ r] 
meets Bd , Bd , f"^, and |x|f(x) = -èj in single points, 
define h^ as a homeomorphism fixed on ^ [x/f(x)< J and 
JL 
flattening Bd onto f • 
IX I = 
Figure i|.. Definition of 
Again in Figure U, h^(a) = a, h^,(b) = c and h^(d) = d. 
Define h ^ ,.... similarly and let h = • It can 
be shown that h is well defined and that 
h jX\0:X\ 0 —^ (x jf (x)< o] is a homeomorphism. 
We remark that the homeomorphism h obtained above when 
restricted to [yjfCy)]]^ °lj maps this set onto 
[ yj -1 •$ f (y ) < OJ ^ (0) with h i [y j f (y ) = -ij = Id. A homeo­
morphism k:^yj f (y) ^ ^ y| -1 -éf (y )< oJ with 
kj(yjf(y) = -ij = Id is easily found. Then 
kh [yj-1 f (y) < o) ^  {oJ —> ( yj -1 ^  f (y)< 0 j is a 
ui 
homeomorphism fixed on ^yjf(y) = -ij * This sort of map 
has been used to show closecl convex bodies in certain loc­
ally convex spaces are mutually homeomorphic. Possibly 
the extension here to non-locally convex spaces would be 
useful in showing that in certain situations closures of 
open shrinkable sets are mutually homeomorphic. 
We finish with some elementary facta on weakening top­
ologies, 
LEMMA. If (X, t] ) is a metrizable linear topolog­
ical space and Y is a closed linear subspace of X admitting 
a metrizable linear topology 7^ strictly weaker than %|Y, 
then X admits a metrizable linear topology T strictly 
weaker than ^  . 
PROOF, Let ] be a 7^ base at 0 with each W* 
balanced and W„+W^ Let (u^J be a Tj' base with 
these properties, and . Then +V^ d and 
is balanced, so [y, ] gives a first countable linear top­
ology T' for X, Since V„ ^ ^  f T' is weaker than ^  . Since 
7^ is strictly weaker than jY, there exist x^£ Y such 
that x^-4> 0 (\) and 0 (^Iy), Then x^-/^ 0(7^), but 
x^-? 0 ( T). We must show T is Hausdorff. If x M , 
then X = u^+w^ with u^ £ and , Since w^ = 
x-u^ X ( 7^), X £ Y. Thus u^ - x=>w^ £ Y, so u^ 0 ( 
(since u^—> 0 (T^Iy)). It follows that x = u^+w^—> 0 (^ ). 
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That is, X = 0. 
The next lemma was mentioned in the text of Chapter 2, 
(II.8) LEMMA. If (X, T') la a metrizable oc apace, i.e., 
one admitting a Schauder basis and an open set U such 
that the coordinate functionals are continuous and f/ XS 
for each n, then X admits a strictly weaker metrizable lin­
ear topology. 
PROOF. We may regard X as a linear subspace of s. 
If % is the topology of coordinatewiso convergence, then 
l;|X C T", and b^-^ 0 {%), b^-/-> 0 C^). 
([|.,9) COROLLARY. If (X, T) is a metrizable linear top­
ological space having a closed subspace Y such that Y is 
an «< apace, then X admits a strictly weaker metrizable 
linear topology. 
(If.10) COROLLARY. If (X,*?^) is a metrizable cx space, and 
(Y,7^) any metrizable linear topological space, then 
(XXY, TÎ X 1%) admits a strictly weaker metrizable linear 
topology. 
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